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Abstract
Cloud computing has been popular as the IT architecture.
Cloud service providers offer many services based on cloud
computing. Cloud storage service is the cloud services
which can provide a huge storage space to solve the bottleneck of the storage space of local end users. However,
cloud storage service may have data security because the
users’ data is not stored in their own storage. In this paper, we will focus on data integrity in the cloud storage
service. Public auditability is a model of outsourcing data
integrity verification, which can achieve efficiency and security. Therefore, we survey the previous researches of
data integrity based on public auditability which includes
collecting the basic requirements and evaluation metrics,
providing the representative with approaches to analyze
security and efficiency. Finally, we propose some future
developments.
Keywords: CGA generation algorithm, hash functions,
multithreading

1

Introduction

business opportunities to cloud services. Thus, cloud service providers have joined to build cloud environments
and provide services to the user. Cloud service providers
offer three services including Software as a Service (SaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The cost for users to rent cloud service is
cheaper than the cost for users to build cloud environment.
Cloud storage service is the most common and popular service among many cloud services (e.g. Google Drive,
Dropbox, Amazon S3 and Microsoft OneDrive) for general users. Users have a bottleneck in local storage space
because there are more and more users to save data in
cloud storage, so cloud storage service has high capacity
which solves users’ difficult problem. Besides, cloud storage service provides high capacity space, and, in order to
achieve ubiquitous service, it also provides to access cloud
services from web service or applications that utilize the
application programming interface (API) by mobile devices (e.g. laptop, table computer and smart phones).
Although cloud storage service has many advantages,
it brings a lot of challenging issues which include efficacy
and security [5, 9]. One of the big challenges is verifying
the integrity of the data because users cannot know how
the cloud storage service handles their data. These cloud
storage services are provided by commercial enterprises,
so it cannot be fully trusted by users. Therefore, the cloud
service provider may hide data loss and data errors in the
service because their benefits. It is very serious when a
user stores data in untrusted cloud storage, for example,
a large size of the outsourced data and the client’s limited
resource capability, and the client how to find an efficient
way to achieve integrity verifications without the local
copy of data files.

Cloud computing is a computing technology, and the Internet has grown in recent years. It can share the software and hardware resources, and provide resources to
a user’s computer or mobile device. The user can obtain a more efficient service because cloud computing
can integrate resources. Therefore, in order to achieve
cloud computing technology, it must satisfy five basic
features: On-demand self-service, Broad network access,
Resource pooling, Rapid elasticity and Measured service [10]. However, is very difficult for general users or
small and medium enterprises to construct cloud environment because they cannot afford the huge costs. ThereIn order to solve the problem of data integrity verififore, many information technology companies are finding cation in the cloud storage service, many studies present
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different systems and security models [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12,
13, 14, 15]. In these studies, the role of the verifier can
fall into two categories: private auditability and public
auditability. Private auditability implies the data owner
directly verifying data in the cloud storage service is an
efficient way. Public auditability implies the data owner
allowing other to verify the data owner’s data is inefficient. In general, the data owner may have a lot of data
files which are stored in cloud storage service. However,
the data owner cannot frequently verify their data because it will consume their resources which cannot process
other action. In order to achieve an efficient verification of
data integrity, the data owner can delegate a trusted third
party auditor (TPA) to assist the validation data reduction to consume the data owner’s computing resources.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we review the related work of public auditability. We
classify the basic requirements of function, security and
efficiency in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the representative approaches of public auditability in detail. In
Section 5, we analyze the basic requirement in the representative approaches. Finally, we summarize and discuss
the future work in Section 6.

2

Related Work

In recent years, many of the literatures have pursued the
context of remotely stored data verification [1, 2, 4, 6, 7,
8, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In 2007, Ateniese et al. [1] proposed the
provable data possession (PDP) model which can provide
public auditability and ensure possession of files on untrusted storage. They use RSA-based homomorphic verifiable tags to audit outsourced data. Their scheme first
provides blockless verification and public verifiability at
the same time. However, Ateniese et al.’s scheme cannot
support dynamic data verification because their scheme
only considers static data situation which means the client
stores outsourced data and will not modify it. Therefore,
Ateniese et al. [2] proposed a scalable PDP scheme to
improve dynamic data verification in 2008. Nevertheless,
their scheme cannot support fully dynamic data which
cannot support block insertions because their scheme only
allows simple block operation which implies partially dynamic data like block modification and block deletion.
Wang et al. [14] proposed a challenge-response protocol
which can determine the data correctness and locate possible errors. However, their scheme only supports partially dynamic data operation. Erway et al. [4] proposed
a dynamic provable data possession which extends the
PDP model to support fully dynamic data. They use another authenticated data structure which is a rank-based
authenticated skip lists to prove and update the remote
stored data. However, their scheme cannot support public verification because they only considers to achieve fully
dynamic data.
Juels and Kaliski [6] proposed the proof of retrievability
(POR) model, where spot-checking and error-correcting
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codes can make sure possession and retrievability of data
files on remote archive service systems. However, their
scheme only suits static data storage because the number
of queries a client can perform is fixed a priori and embedding special blocks (call sentinels) which prevent the
development of dynamic data updates. Shacham and Waters [12] proposed an improved POR scheme which uses
BLS signature [3] to replace the RSA-based signature to
reduce the proof size. They use public verifiable homomorphic linear authenticators that are built from BLS
signature and secure random oracle model. They prove
that it is secure in a polynomial extraction algorithm to
reveal message. However, they only consider static data
operation.
In order to satisfy public verification and dynamic data
Wang et al. [15] proposed a new scheme in the Figure 1. Their scheme improves the index of data block
which can support fully dynamic data. They extended
their scheme to support batch auditing which can improve efficiency. Wang et al. [13] pointed out that Wang
et al.’s scheme has data privacy issues which imply TPA
can get the client’s data information. Therefore, they
use a random mask technology to avoid TPA learning
knowledge on every verification process. Li et al. [7] consider that the client’s resource-constrained device is simple and lightweight. Therefore, they propose a scheme
which can delegate TPA to execute high computing process and solve the client’s bottleneck. Liu et al. [8] think
that previous studies are not efficient in dynamic data
update because it is a fixed-size block update. Therefore,
they propose a scheme which can support variable-size
blocks in dynamic data update. In Section 4, we will describe these representative approaches in detail.

3

Basic Requirements and Evaluation Metrics

According to [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15] studies, where
they provide the basic requirements of security and performance. In our paper, we classify and describe these
requirements. Then we use these requirements to analyze
the existing scheme in Section 4.
1) Security Evaluation:
Blockless Verification. The auditor can verify
data blocks, and need not to retrieve all audited
data blocks in the cloud storage service. Stateless Verification: the auditor needs not to maintain and update data situation because data situation is maintained by the client and cloud
storage service together.
Batch Auditing. The auditor can verify the data
of different clients at the same time because the
auditor can be delegated by a lot of clients.
Dynamic Data. The data owner can insert, modify and delete data blocks in the cloud storage
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Figure 1: Public auditability in cloud data storage architecture

service because their data can be continuously
updated at any time.

undamaged and unaltered [11]. It is constructed as
a binary tree where the leaves in the MHT are the
hashes of authentic data values.

Privacy Presenting. The auditor cannot get
knowledge which is the delegated data from the
response of the cloud storage service.

The MHT is demonstrated in Figure 2, and the verifier wants to check whether a set of element are
undamaged in outsourcing storage. First the verifier randomly chooses number of elements (where
we assume a set of element have eight nodes and
only chooses an element x2 ) to send to the prover.
The prover responses the verifier with the auxiliary authentication information (AAI) Ω2 =<
h(x2 ), hd , hb >. The verifier computes h(x2 ), hc =
h(h(x1 )||h(x2 )), ha = h(hc ||hd ) and hr = h(ha ||hb )
and then checks if the value hr is the same as the
authentic one. In public auditing, the MHT is used
to authenticate both the values and the positions of
data blocks. The root is constructed by the leaf
nodes as the left-to-right sequence. Therefore, the
leaf nodes positions can be uniquely determined by
the way of computing the root in MHT.

2) Performance Evaluation:
Computing Cost. In order to achieve an efficient
public auditing, we will analyze the client, TPA
and cloud storage service cost on the computing
resources.
Storage Cost. Because the client will upload data
to the cloud storage service without the local
copy of data files, we will analyze the client,
TPA and cloud storage service cost on the storage spaces.

4

Representative Approaches

In the section we explain a preliminary concept and a system model before we introduce representative approaches.

4.2

System Model

Client. an individual consumer or organization has a lot
of data files and needs to store in the cloud. It depends on the cloud to manage data and computation,
Bilinear Pairing. Boneh et al. proposed a bilinear pairso it can reduce storage cost.
ing mechanism to achieve a more efficient and secure
verification. The mechanism will be explained as folCloud Storage Service (CSS). A
cloud
service
lows: Let G be additive group and GT be a multiprovider has huge storage space and computation
plicative group, all of prime order p. There exists
resource to provide the clients’ data.
a bilinear map e : G × G → GT and satisfies the
following three properties [3]:
Third Party Auditor (TPA). A trusted organization
has expertise and capabilities that the clients do not
1) Bilinear: for all g1 , g2 ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp ,
have. It is responsible for assessing the clients’ data
e(g1a , g2b ) = e(g1 , g2 )ab .
on cloud storage service.
2) Non-degenerate: if g is the generator of G, and
e(g, g) is the generator of GT . It needs to satisfy 4.3 Public Auditing of Dynamic Data
e(g, g) 6= 1.
3) Computability: an efficient algorithm exists to Wang et al. [15] was the first to propose the scheme which
can support public verification and fully dynamic data at
compute e(g1 , g2 ) for any g1 , g2 ∈ G.
the same time because previous studies only supported
Merkle Hash Tree. The Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) is to modify and delete on a data file. They define public
an authenticated data structure intended to effi- auditability which implies public verification is delegated
ciently and securely prove that a set of elements are by a trusted third party auditor (TPA) to verify.

4.1

Preliminary
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Figure 2: Merkle hash tree authentication of data elements. The leaf nodes h(x1 ), h(x2 ), · · · , h(xn ) is arranged in
left-to-right sequence.

They propose a scheme to improve complex the file
index information because this needs to consume a lot of
computed resource. For example, when a file is inserted
into the data block, this is required to recalculate the
signature of the new index in the all files under the data
block.
In order to solve the problem, they use H(mi ) as the
tag for block mi instead of H(name||i) [12] or H(v||i) [6],
and then single data operation on any file block will not
affect the others. In the existing PDP or POR models
H(name||i) [12] or H(v|i) [6] should be generated by the
client in the verification process. However, in their scheme
the client has no capability to compute H(mi ) without the
data file. In order to achieve blockless verification, the
cloud storage service will process the computing H(mi )
and then response it to the TPA. Because clients delegate
audit services more and more, how to perform efficient
audit service is a big problem. Therefore, in order to
enhance the efficiency of audit services, they proposed a
batch auditing protocol which can audit different client
data files simultaneously. Their scheme is as follows:
1) Setup:
Setup 1. The client generates a signing key pair
which is composed of signing public key (spk)
and signing secret key (ssk). Then chooses a
random number α ← Zp and computes v ← g α .
Thus, client’s key pair is that the secret key
is sk = (α, ssk) and the public key is pk =
(v, spk).
Setup 2. The client selects a file F which is split
n blocks as F = (m1 , m2 , · · · , mn ), chooses a
random element u ← G and computes the file
tag t = name||n||u||SSigs sk(name||n||u). The
client computes signature σi = (H(mi ) · umi )α
for each block and collects a signature set of
φ = {σi }1≤i≤n .

Setup 3. The client generates a root R from each
hash value H(mi ) of block i as a leaf node by
the construction of the MHT. Then signs the
root R as Sigsk (H(R)) ← (H(R))α .
Setup 4. The client sends {F, t, φ, sigsk (H(R))} to
CSS. If CSS has received, the client will delete
{F, φ, sigsk (H(R))} from local storage.
2) Default Integrity Verification:
Setup 1. TPA selects c elements as a subset I =
{s1 , s2 , · · · , sc } from the auditing file, and
chooses a random element vi ← Zp for each
block in I. Then TPA sends the challenged message {(i, vi )}(i∈I) to CSS.
Setup 2. CSS receives the P
challenge of the client
sc
before computes u =
i=s1 vi mi ∈ Zp and
sc
vi
σ = Πi=s1 σi ∈ G from the stored block mi
with corresponding vi . Then, CSS sends the
proof {{u, σ, H(mi ), ωi }s1 ≤i≤sc , sigsk (H(R))}
to TPA.
Setup 3. TPA generates the root
{H(mi ), ωi }s1 ≤i≤sc by checking
e(sigsk (H(R)), g)

?
=

R

using

e(H(R), g α ).

If the result is true, TPA verifies
e(σ, g)

?
=

c
e(Πsi=s
H(mi )vi · uU , v)
1

using the challenge message. Finally, if all results are true, TPA can make sure the client’s
data integrity in CSS.
3) Dynamic Data Operation with Integrity Assurance:
Setup 1. The client wants to modify the ith block
mi to m0i and generates a new signature of block
0
σi0 = (H(m0i ) · umi )α . Then the client sends the
update request message (M, i, m0i , σi0 ) to CSS.
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Because public auditing model allows third-party auSetup 2. CSS receives modification request from
the client, and replaces (mi , σi ) with (m0i , σi0 ). ditors to assist clients to verify their data integrity, TPA
CSS computes a new root R0 , and sends obtains partly data blocks and learns by each sample to
collect information in the auditing phase. For instance,
{ωi , H(mi ), sigsk (H(R)), R0 } to the client.
Setup 3. The client generates root R using Wang et al. [15] proposed a scheme where TPA sends
the challenged message {(i, vi )}i∈I to CSS and CSS re{ωi , H(mi )} and verifies
sponses the proof {{u, σ, H(mi ), ωi }s1 ≤i≤sc , sigsk (H(R))}
to TPA. Therefore, TPA uses Homomorphic Linear Aue(sigsk (H(R)), g) ?= e(H(R), g α ).
thenticator
(HLA) characteristic to combine the blocks
Pc
If the result is true, the client generates new u = si=s
v
i mi , and it can potentially reveal user’s data.
1
root Rnew using {ωi , H(m0i )} and compares it TPA can gather the same set of c block (m1 , m2 , · · · , mc )
with R0 . If the result is true, the client signs R0 with corresponding random coefficients {vi }. TPA can
as sigsk (H(R0 )) and sends it to CSS.
get the user’s data (m1 , m2 , · · · , mc ) by computing differSetup 4. CSS receives the new root signature and ent linear combinations (u1 , u2 , · · · , uc ). Thus it can be
seen that it infringes the privacy-preserving guarantee.
updates it on the client file.
Wang et al. proposed to integrate the homomor4) Batch Auditing:
phic linear authenticator with random masking technique,
Assume there are K clients delegate TPA to au- and it achieves privacy-preserving public auditing. Bedit their data in CSS, and each client k has data cause the random masking technique affects TPA learning
files Fi = (m(k,1) , m(k,2) , · · · , m(k,n) ), where k ∈ knowledge, it can avoid TPA getting user’s data. We are
{1, 2, · · · , K}. Their batch auditing protocol is as not going to elaborate on their scheme because it is simfollows. In the setup and signature phase, one of the ilar to Wang et al.’s scheme on dynamic data and batch
clients k chooses a random number xk ← Zp , and auditing operation.
computes vk = g x , then the client’s secret key is sk =
Their scheme is as follows:
(xk ) and the public key pk = (vk ). Client k chooses
a random element uk ← G and computes signature 1) Setup:
m
σk,i = (H(m(k,i) )·uk (k,i) )xk ∈ G. In the proof phase,
Setup 1. The client chooses a random signing key
CSS receives the challenge
P message {(i, vi )}s1 ≤i≤sc
pair (spk, ssk), a random number x ← Zp , a
and computes uk =
v
m
∈
Z
p
(i,vi )s1 ≤i≤sc i k,i
vi
k
random element u ← G, and computes v ← g x .
and σ = Πi=1 (Π{(i,vi )}s1 ≤i≤sc σk,i ) for each client
The secret key is sk = (x, ssk) and the public
k (k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}).
CSS sends the proof
key
is pk = (spk, v, g, u, e(u, v)).
{σ, {uk }1≤k≤K , {ωk,i }, {H(mk,i )}} to TPA. In the
verification phase, first TPA generates the roots
using {{ωk,i }, {H(mk,i }} and verifies the roots for
each client’s file. If the result is true, TPA verifies
uk
vi
e(σ, g) ?= ΠK
k=1 e(Π(i,vi )s1 ≤i≤sc (H(mk,i )) · (uk ) , vk )
using the challenge message to combine the bilinear
map. Finally, if all results are true, TPA can make
sure the clients’ data integrity in CSS.

4.4

Public
Auditing
Preserving Data

of

Privacy-

Wang et al. [13] proposed a privacy protection scheme
which is considered user’s data privacy in the public auditability. Data privacy implies personally identifiable information or sensitive information whether they can be
shared with third parties. As far as users are concerned
what they depend on TPA just for the outsourced storage security of their data. However, most studies do not
consider the protection of clients’ private information in
the auditing phase. This is a serious problem because
an auditor may leak information without the client’s authorization. Besides, there are legal regulations, such
as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPPA), it guarantees patient confidentiality for all
healthcare-related data and demands the outsourced data
not to be leaked to external parties.

Setup 2. The client computes signature σi =
(H(Wi ) · umi )x for each block where Wi =
name||i is combined with the user’s identification name and the block index i. Then,
the client collects a signature set of φ =
{σi }1≤i≤n and computes the file tag t =
name||SSigssk (name).
Setup 3. The client sends (F, φ, t) to CSS. If CSS
has received, the client will delete (F, φ) from
local storage.
2) Integrity Verification:
Setup 1. TPA selects c elements as a subset I =
{s1 , s2 , · · · , sc } from the auditing file, and
chooses a random element vi ← Zp for each
block in I. Then TPA sends the challenged message {(i, vi )}i∈I to CSS.
Setup 2. CSS receives challenge {(i, vi )}i∈I and
generates a response proof of data storage
corPsc
rectness. First, CSS computes u0i = i=s
v
i mi
1
vi
c
and σ = Πsi=s
σ
which
are
corresponding
to
i
1
mi and σi in the CSS’s storage. Second, CSS
randomly chooses an element r ← Zp and computes R = e(u, v) ∈ GT and γ = H(R) ∈ Zp .
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Πsj=1 uj j , v). If all results are true, TPA can
make sure the clients’ data integrity in CSS.

Finally, CSS computes u = r + γ which is random masking technique, and sends {u, σ, R} to
TPA.
Setup 3. TPA receives the response proof of storage
correctness, and computes γ = H(R) to verify
c
H(Wivi )γ ·
the equation R · e(σ γ , g) ?= e((Πsi=s
1
uu , v). If the result is true, TPA can make sure
the the client’s data integrity, and cannot learn
any knowledge about the data content stored in
CSS.

4.5

Public
Auditing
constrained Devices

of

Resource-

Li et al. [7] propose a public auditability scheme in
resource-constrained devices. Li et al.’s cloud data
storage architecture is shown in Figure 3. Resourceconstrained device is a simple and lightweight composition. Thus, these devices have low computation and
storage capacity. However, these devices can achieve
high mobility which allows users to carry and easily to
use. Because the client may require repeatedly modified data in cloud storage service, this operation needs
to compute in every update. Therefore, in the public
audit model, the client needs a high burden of computing resources to operate dynamic data (such as signature
σi = (H(mi ) · umi )α [15]) which is required to perform
exponentiation and multiplication operation. In order to
reduce the client’s computation Li et al. propose a scheme
which delegates trusted TPA to generate key, signature
and delete file tag function. The clients can effectively
reduce the computing resources because they only upload
data to TPA. Therefore, the client will not have to compute signature on data update every time. Their scheme
is as follows:
1) Integrity Verification:
Setup 1. TPA selects c elements as a subset I =
{s1 , s2 , · · · , sc } from the auditing file, and
chooses a random element vi ← Zp for each
block in I. Then TPA sends the challenged message {(i, vi )}i∈I to CSS.
Setup 2. CSS receives the P
challenge of the client
before computes uj = 1≤i≤c vi Mij ∈ Zp for
j = 1, 2, · · · , s and σ = Π1≤i≤c σivi ∈ G.
CSS also provides some relevant information to TPA to verify client’s data,
and it includes {H(Mi , Ωi )}1≤i≤c and
sigsk (H(R)). Finally, CSS responses P =
{{uj }1≤i≤s , σ, {H(Mi , Ωi )}1≤i≤c , sigsk (H(R))}
to TPA.
Setup 3. TPA receives the response proof of storage correctness.
First TPA generates the
root R0 using {H(Mi , Ωi )}1≤i≤c and checks
sigsk (H(R0 )) ?= sigsk (H(R)). Second TPA
checks e(t, g) ?= e(H(R), v).
Finally, TPA
checks whether e(σ, g) ?= e(Π1≤i≤c H(Mi )vi ·
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4.6

Authorized Public auditing of FineGrained Update

These schemes can support public auditing and dynamic
data update. However, these schemes [15, 13, 7] support to insert, delete and modify operation in a fixed-size
block which is later termed as coarse-grained updates.
For instance, when a data block is partially modified, the
block will be completely modified in coarse-grained updates. Therefore, this will cost additional resource. Liu
et al. [8] propose a variable-size block scheme which is
later termed as fine-grained updates in the public auditing. Their scheme can reduce an additional operation in
partially modified block update. They also consider an
authentication process to improve between the client and
TPA because Wang et al.’s scheme [13] proposes challenge
issues where TPA may learn the client’s data by the verification process. Their scheme is as follows:
1) Integrity Verification:
Setup 1. TPA selects c elements as a subset I =
{s1 , s2 , · · · , sc } from the auditing file, and
chooses a random element vi ← Zp for each
block in I. In order to achieve authentication, they add sigAU T H and {V ID}P KCSS
where sigAU T H = Sigssk (AU T H||t||V ID)
is include the client and TPA information and {V ID}P KCSS is means use CSS’s
public key to encrypt TPA’s identification.
Then TPA sends the challenged message
{sigAU T H , {V ID}P KCSS , (i, vi )}i∈I to CSS.
Setup 2. CSS receives the challenge of the client before verifies sigAU T H with AU T H, t, V ID and
the client’s public key. If these verification
are false, CSS reject
P it. Otherwise, CSS will
compute uk =
i∈I vi mik , (k ∈ [1, w] and
w = max{si }i∈I ) and compute σ = Πi∈I σivi .
CSS provides the client’s signature information
sig from cloud storage. Finally, CSS responses
P = {{uk }k∈[1,w] , {H(mi , Ωi )}i∈I , sig} to TPA.
Setup 3. TPA receives the response proof of storage correctness.
First TPA generates the
root R0 using {H(mi , Ωi )}i∈I and checks
e(sig, g) ?= e(H(R0 ), v). Second TPA checks
e(σ, g) ?= e(w, v). Finally, TPA checks whether
e(σ, g) ?= e(Πi∈I H(mi )vi · Πk∈[1,w] uuk k , g α ). If all
results are true, TPA can make sure the clients’
data integrity in CSS.
2) Dynamic Data Operation with Integrity Assurance:
Setup 1. The client wants to partial modify the ith
block mi to mnew . Therefore, the client computes update length in the ith block mi . Then
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Figure 3: Li et al.’s cloud data storage architecture

the client sends the update request message these scheme [7, 13, 15] do not consider partially modi{P M, i, o, mnew } to CSS.
fied data update, Liu et al. [8] only considered to update
Setup 2. CSS receives the request from the client. variable-size blocks. Wang et al. [13] only considered priFirst, CSS can ensure that the request is the vacy presenting using random mask technology because
partial modification (PM). Second, CSS uses other schemes assume that TPA can be fully trusted.
{o, mnew } to gather the sectors not involved in
this update, which denote as {mij }j∈M . Third, 5.2 Performance Evaluation
CSS will perform the update to get m0i and use
{m0i , Ωi } to compute R0 . Finally, CSS responses We will analyze three phases: setup phase, auditing phase
the proof P = {{mi j}j∈M , H(mi ), Ωi , R0 , sig} and dynamic data update phase. Before we analyze the
performance evaluation, first we introduce the notations
to the client.
in Table 2. In Tables 3, 4, 5, we analyze the computaSetup 3. The client generates root R using tion cost in setup, auditing, and dynamic data phases,
{Ωi , H(mi )} and verifies the signature respectively.
If it success, then comsig ?= (H(R))α .
In the setup phase, Wang et al.’s scheme [15] is better
putes m0i using {mij }j∈M , mnew }.
Thus, than these schemes [7, 8, 13] because their scheme does
CSS can compute Rn ew using {m0i , Ωi } and not compute the number of sectors of a block. However,
verifies Rnew ?= R0 . If all results are true, Li et al’s scheme [7] is best on the client’s point of view
the client computes the new signature block because the client delegates the whole operation process
m0
i
σi0 = (H(m0i )Πsj=1
uj ij )α and the new signature to TPA.
root sig 0 = (H(R0 ))α , and then returns update
In the auditing phase, Wang et al.’s scheme [13] is betmessage {σi0 , sig 0 } to CSS.
ter because the auditor reduces computation which canSetup 4. CSS receives the message, and then up- not construct the root in the auditing phase. However,
Liu et al.’s scheme [8] requires costly computing, but their
dates it on the client file.
scheme is the only way to achieve between TPA and CSS
authentications.
In the dynamic data update phase, Liu et al.’s
5 Analysis
scheme [8] is better because their scheme can support parIn the section, we will analyze these schemes [7, 8, 13, tially modified data update which can reduce computing.
15] which contain functional requirement, security and
In the Table 6, we analyze storage cost in public auditperformance. And we also use the tables to present a ing. Liu et al.’s scheme [12] requires a large storage space
corresponding requirement in each scheme.
because their scheme can support partially modified data
update and authentication. Li et al.’s scheme [7] needs to
store some information on the TPA because their scheme
5.1 Functional Requirement
make the client delegate TPA to perform signature.
In order to raise efficiency in verification, every scheme
can support blockless verification. The comparison of
functional requirement with related schemes is shown as 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Table 1. Because Li et al.’s scheme [7] needs TPA to
assist the client’s data file, their scheme does not sat- Because users’ data is stored in the cloud storage serisfy stateless verification. Although Li et al. [7] and Liu vice, it brings users’ data security issues. In the public
et al. [8] did not explain whether their scheme support auditability model, users can delegate the third party aubatch audit, we analyze whether their scheme can be ditor to verify their data is efficient. According to the
extended to achieve it. In the dynamic data, because literature, we sort out the basic requirements in public
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Table 1: Comparison of functional requirements

Blockless verification
Stateless verification
Batch auditing
Dynamic data
Privacy presenting

Wang et al. [15]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partial
No

Wang et al. [13]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partial
Yes

Li et al. [7]
Yes
No
Yes
Partial
No

Liu et al. [12]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Table 2: Notations
Notation
TE /TD
TGe
TBLS
TB
TM
TA
TGM
Th
n
i
l
o
s
smax

Description
The computing time of asymmetric encryptions;
The computing time of exponentiation in group operation;
The computing time of BLS signature;
The computing time of bilinear pairing;
The computing time of multiplication;
The computing time of addition;
The computing time of multiplication in group operation;
The computing time of hash function;
The number of block in a file;
The number of verified block;
The number of inside node that needed in MHT;
The number of auxiliary authentication information (AAI);
The number of sectors of a block;
The maximum number of sectors a block.

Table 3: Comparison of computation in Setup phase

Wang et al. [15]
Wang et al. [13]
Li et al. [7]
Liu et al. [8]

Client
(n + 3)TBLS + n(TGM + TGe ) + (n + l)Th
(n + 3)TBLS + n(TGM + TGe ) + (2n + l)Th
No
(n + 3)TBLS + n(TGM + smax TGe )) + (n + l)Th

(n + 3)TBLS

TPA
No
No
+ n(TGM + smax TGe )) + (n + l)Th
No

Table 4: Comparison of computation in Auditing phase

Wang et al. [15]
Wang et al. [13]
Li et al. [7]
Liu et al. [8]

TPA
oTh + 2TB
Th + TB
oTh + 2TB
TE + oTh + 2TB

CSS
i(TM + TA + TGe + TGM ) + (i + o)Th
(i + 1)(TGM + TA + TGe ) + iTM + Th
i(TM + TA + TGe + TGM ) + (o + i)Th
TD + i(TM + TA + TGe + TGM ) + (o + i)Th
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Table 5: Comparison of computation in Dynamic Data phase

Wang et al. [15]
Wang et al. [13]
Li et al. [7]
Liu et al. [8]

Client
(2o + 1)Th + 2TBLS + TB
+(smax + 1)TGM + sm axTGe
(2o + 1)Th + 2TBLS + TB
+(smax + 1)TGM + smax TGe
No
No
(2o + 1)Th + 2TBLS + TB + TGM
+(s + 1)TGM + sTGe

TPA
No

CSS
(o + l + 2)Th

No
No
(2o + 1)Th + 2TBLS + TB
+ + (smax + 1)TGM smax TGe
No
No

(o + l + 2)Th
(o + l + 2)Th
(o + l + 2)Th
(o + l + 2)Th
(o + l + 2)Th
(o + l + 2)Th

Table 6: Comparison of storage
Storage cost
Auditor
Cloud Storage Service

Wang et al. [15]
No
F, t, φ, sigsk (H(R))

Wang et al. [13]
No
F, t, φ

auditability, which can be classified to the case for your
application.
For future development, with big data generation, data
verification will be more and more difficult. Because big
data have three characteristics including volume, velocity and variety, these characteristics will affect the implementation of data verification. Therefore, it will be a
major challenge how to efficiently verify data integrity in
big data. However, this scheme must also satisfy basic
requirements.
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